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Various artiﬁcial molecular devices, including some made of DNA or RNA, have been 
developed to date. The next step in this area of research is to develop an integrated 
system from such molecular devices. A molecular robot consists of sensors, computers, and 
actuators, all made of molecular devices, and reacts autonomously to its environment by 
observing the environment, making decisions with its computers, and performing actions 
upon the environment. Molecular computers should thus be the intelligent controllers 
of such molecular robots. Such controllers can naturally be regarded as hybrid systems 
because the environment, the robot, and the controller are all state transition systems 
having discrete and continuous states and transitions. For modeling and designing hybrid 
systems, formal frameworks, such as hybrid automata, are commonly used. In this 
perspective paper, we examine how molecular controllers can be modeled as hybrid 
automata and how they can be realized in a molecular robot. We ﬁrst summarize the 
requirements for such molecular controllers and examine existing frameworks of DNA 
computing with respect to these requirements. We then show the possibility of combining 
existing frameworks of DNA computing to implement a sample hybrid controller for a 
molecular robot.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the 
CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction
Many of the biomolecules whose behaviors have been understood so far act as molecular devices with modular function-
alities, including sensing and actuation. Typical examples of molecular devices are membrane receptors and protein motors. 
In addition to those derived from living cells, various artiﬁcial molecular devices have been developed to date. Many of them 
are made of nucleic acid strands: DNA and RNA (refer to reviews such as [1] and [2], or journal issues such as [3]). The next 
research step is to develop an integrated system from such molecular devices [4]. We are interested in autonomous molec-
ular systems that respond to their environment by observing the environment, making a decision based on the observation, 
and performing an appropriate action without explicit external control. We call such a molecular system a molecular robot. 
To repeat, a molecular robot reacts autonomously to its environment by observing the environment (and itself) with its 
sensors, making decisions with its computers, and performing actions to the environment. Therefore, such molecular robots 
need intelligent controllers which can be implemented with general-purpose molecular computers.
In addition, if a molecular robot consists of multiple molecular devices, it needs to have a structure that integrates them 
and separates them from their environment. According to current molecular technologies, we can imagine molecular robots 
enclosed by a vesicle or a gel. We are currently organizing the research project “Molecular Robotics” funded by MEXT, Japan, 
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the other, the “slime mold robot”.
An amoeba robot, which we aim to create, is a vesicle enclosed by an artiﬁcial membrane made of lipids, called a 
liposome, and contains molecular devices, including chemical reaction circuits on the surface of, and inside, the membrane. 
Actuators of the robot (e.g., protein motors) are expected to change the shape of the liposome and eventually lead to 
locomotive actions. The robot may contain internal liposomes, which can ‘explode’ and emit molecules into the body. The 
robot itself can eventually ‘explode’ too.
While the body of an amoeba robot is made of a liposome, that of a slime mold robot is made of a gel (typically, 
a hydrogel), which can also work as an actuator of the robot because crosslinks in a gel can be made of DNA and such a 
gel can shrink or swell. Molecular devices are immobilized within the gel and DNA circuits can work inside the gel. The gel 
is expected to shrink or swell according to signals emitted from the devices. In relation to slime mold robots, Hagiya et al. 
formulated a computational model, called “gellular automata”, in which cellular space is created by walls of gels [6]. Each 
cell is surrounded by gel walls and contains a solution in which chemical reactions take place. They may produce molecules 
called decomposers and composers, which dissolve or (re)construct a gel wall of the corresponding type.
One can also imagine combinations of amoeba and slime mold robots. For example, one can introduce internal liposomes 
into a solution surrounded by gel walls. If an internal liposome explodes, the molecules emitted from the liposome may 
dissolve a gel wall, or shrink or swell it. Beyond amoeba and slime mold robots and their combinations, we can foresee 
future generations of molecular robots including multi-cellular robots and robots that are hybrids of molecular and electronic 
devices [4]. Applications of such molecular robots are expected to include intelligent drug delivery (emitting a drug only 
at the right place), artiﬁcial internal organs (e.g., sensing the blood sugar level and emitting insulin at the right time), 
intelligent stents (exploring the blood stream and expanding the blood vessel at the right place), contaminated soil cleaners, 
brain–machine interfaces, and eventually an artiﬁcial brain.
For both the amoeba and slime mold robots, we are implementing molecular computers based on chemical reactions 
that process information from sensors and control actuators.
In this paper, we examine possible approaches to making such intelligent molecular controllers for the amoeba and slime 
mold robots. In particular, we regard such controllers as hybrid systems [7] because the environment, the robot, and the 
controller are all state transition systems, having both discrete and continuous aspects (i.e., they have both discrete and 
continuous states and make both discrete and continuous state transitions). For modeling and designing hybrid systems, 
formal frameworks such as hybrid automata are commonly used [8]. In this paper, we examine how molecular controllers 
can be modeled as hybrid automata and how they can be realized in molecular robots. As an example, we examine how a 
timed automaton can be realized as a molecular controller.
2. Requirements for molecular computers for molecular robots
In this section, we examine the requirements for a molecular computer that controls a molecular robot. Such a computer 
receives inputs from the sensors of the molecular robot and is expected to send orders to the actuators of the robot. It 
controls the system, consisting of the robot and its environment, to preserve certain conditions.
Reactiveness Just like an electronic computer that controls a mechanical robot, a molecular computer that controls a molec-
ular robot should respond to external signals or changes in the environment by sending orders to the actuators of the robot. 
In short, a molecular computer should be a real-time reactive system. In particular, a molecular computer for a molecu-
lar robot should handle changes of inputs from the environment. We say that a molecular computer is time-responsive if, 
when inputs to the computer change after its initial computation, outputs are re-computed to reﬂect the new inputs [9,10]. 
Molecular computers for molecular robots should thus be time-responsive.
Statefulness Generally, outputs from a molecular computer may depend on the history of its inputs. If so, it should have 
states that store part of the history that is necessary for computing outputs, and change them in response to new inputs. 
As discussed below, there may be both discrete and continuous states.
Hybridness Inputs from the sensors may be instantaneous signals from the external environment or may be continuous 
measurements of the environment. The former kind of input is called a discrete event. Photo-irradiation for a short period 
of time is a typical example. Another example is pouring a solution into the environment that leads to a discrete change in 
concentrations of some molecular species.
A molecular robot may sometimes be required to invoke a discrete event. For example, to make a fast conformational 
change of an amoeba robot by protein motors, the concentration of ATP should change instantaneously to start the motors in 
a coordinated fashion. To invoke such discrete events, the computer should also be able to make discrete state transitions. 
The explosion of an internal liposome is a possible discrete state transition because it is a type of phase transition and 
occurs instantaneously when certain conditions of the membrane are satisﬁed [11].
In short, the system consisting of the robot and the environment, including the computer controlling the robot, is a typi-
cal hybrid system in the sense that it may have both discrete and continuous states and make both discrete and continuous 
state transitions. Discrete transitions may change the differential equations governing the continuous temporal evolution 
of the system, and continuous changes of the system may accumulate to cause discrete transitions. The computer controls 
6 M. Hagiya et al. / Theoretical Computer Science 632 (2016) 4–20Fig. 1. Molecular computer as a hybrid controller. The molecular computer embedded in a molecular robot works as the controller of the environment and 
the robot body. Based on discrete events from the environment and continuous measurement of both the environment and the body, it produces discrete 
and continuous outputs to control the robot actuators.
the combination of the environment and the robot body (target of control) in terms of discrete and continuous inputs and 
outputs (Fig. 1).
Persistency (reusability and rebootability) Persistency is a prerequisite for reactiveness and statefulness. However, most of 
the existing frameworks of DNA computing do not satisfy reusability: i.e., the computational devices can be used only once. 
Thus, persistency requires molecular computers to have a continuous supply of new devices and other necessary resources, 
such as energy. If such a supply is not easy to provide, entire molecular computers should be refreshed (‘rebooted’) from 
time to time so that used devices are replaced with new ones. In this case, states of molecular computers should be 
implemented as persistent memories in the sense of persistent objects that are kept even after they are rebooted.
3. Examination of existing frameworks of DNA computing
DNA logic circuits such as enzyme-free circuits, by Seelig et al., and DNAzyme-based circuits, by Stojanovic et al., are all 
stateless simply because they are combinatory circuits [12,13]. They consist of non-reusable gates and, therefore, they are 
not time-responsive. Their inputs and outputs are supposed to be only discrete, i.e., 0 or 1. Logic gates implemented as see-
saw gates, by Qian et al., are also stateless, not time-responsive, and only discrete [14,15]. Hopﬁeld networks implemented 
with seesaw gates are similarly not time-responsive because inputs cannot be changed after outputs have been computed 
for old inputs [16]. The seesaw gates themselves are reversible, giving them the potential for time-responsiveness, but are 
used as irreversible components in logic gates or neural networks.
Regarding circuits with states, Benenson et al. implemented ﬁnite-state automata using class IIS restriction enzymes [17]. 
The states of the automata are only discrete and the number of states is restricted. They are not reactive in the strict sense 
because inputs to the automata are not in the form of external signals. The whiplash machines proposed by Hagiya et al. 
use hairpin conformations as states [18]. They can reactively make state transitions if they receive displacing strands as 
inputs [19,20]. However, state transitions are stochastic and next states are not unique in general. These machines are also 
implemented as single molecules, so they can only work in a very small compartment as a state machine.
Although reusable gates and time-responsive circuits have been proposed in some previous studies, they had problems 
in implementation, such as scalability, time eﬃciency, and the need for enzymes [9,10,21]. Actual implementation has only 
been reported by Genot et al. [21]. Their circuits are time-responsive but are supposed to be only discrete. To change an 
input from 1 to 0, it is necessary to add a strand complementary to the old input. This will form a stable duplex that will 
accumulate over time. At some point, the concentration of waste will get so high that it might affect the system, requiring 
to be removed. If this action can be performed eﬃciently, the system will be rebooted. Another interesting aspect of Genot 
et al.’s reversible gate is that the implementation of different outputs will change the conﬁguration of the gate, which can 
be considered as different states. However, the number of potential states is limited, and might be diﬃcult to be extended.
In principle, arbitrary chemical reaction networks can be implemented by strand displacement reactions of DNA [22]. It 
is therefore possible to implement time-responsive circuits using DNA [23,24] even though some strands are consumed in 
the course of computation and should be supplied continuously. One can also use the PEN toolbox (also known as the DNA 
Toolbox) to implement time-responsive circuits, although they are always dissipative [25]. As a result, while PEN-toolbox 
systems can run for a long time, they will eventually run out of fuel, the dNTPs used by the polymerase to generate new 
strands. However, rebooting such system is simple, since it only involves providing a fresh supply of dNTPs. Alternatively, 
the system can be sustained if a steady stream of dNTP can be provided. Another issue is that with large molecular counts, 
concentrations of molecular species in a chemical reaction network evolve continuously. Thus, discrete transitions should be 
implemented by relatively fast reactions, and discrete values could be realized in terms of appropriate representations.
In the framework of analog computation proposed by Kobayashi et al., an analog ampliﬁer, adder, multiplier, and divider 
can be implemented by simple reversible strand displacement reactions, like seesaw gates [26]. Computation is deﬁned as 
establishment of a function y(t) = f (x(t)) from x to y, where x(t) and y(t) are concentrations of input and output molecular 
species at time t when the reaction system is in a steady state. The input concentration x(t), which is the concentration 
M. Hagiya et al. / Theoretical Computer Science 632 (2016) 4–20 7Fig. 2. A hybrid automaton modeling a thermostat. It has two discrete modes. In the left mode, the thermostat is off and the temperature x decreases by 
the differential equation x˙= −0.1x while in the right mode, the thermostat is on and the constant 5 is added to the derivative of x. The conditions x < 19
and x > 21 are used to switch between the two modes.
of a certain molecular species in the environment, is assumed to be constant during the computation (i.e., it is assumed 
that the environment of the molecular robot does not change very rapidly). The proposed analog computing devices are 
time-responsive and can be used for a long time. Thus, they could be used as components in a hybrid molecular controller. 
Using these devices, Kobayashi et al. proposed time-responsive implementations of linear functions, threshold functions, 
comparators, and a negative feedback component for decision making and control of molecular robots [26]. For example, 
the comparison between the variables x and r of the working example in the next section can be made by their comparator.
In the following sections, we examine how these frameworks can be combined to implement hybrid molecular con-
trollers. In particular, statefulness of the PEN toolbox and reactiveness of the seesaw gates are combined to implement 
discrete states and state-dependent manipulation of variables. As seen in the sections, implementing jump transitions is a 
big challenge.
4. Hybrid systems
State transition systems are called hybrid systems if they have both discrete and continuous states and can make both 
discrete and continuous state transitions. Many formal models of hybrid systems have been proposed [7]; hybrid automata 
are one of the most popular [8]. A hybrid automaton consists of the following components:
• Real-valued variables
• Discrete states, called control modes, each having invariant conditions (e.g., x ≥ 18) and ﬂow conditions (e.g., x˙ = −0.1x)
• Discrete transitions, called jumps, each having event labels and jump conditions (e.g., x < 19) and updating the values 
of variables (e.g., c := 0).
We show one of the most typical examples of hybrid automata, that of a thermostat, in Fig. 2. It has two discrete states, 
denoted by circles, with their invariant conditions inside. Discrete transitions are denoted as arrows also with their condi-
tions.
Based on this framework, a controller and its target are both modeled as hybrid automata. The entire system is then 
modeled as the parallel combination of those automata, which is also a hybrid automaton. If one automaton makes a jump 
with a shared event label, then the other should also make a jump with the same label. One automaton can therefore send 
a message, which the other receives synchronously. One can also make an internal discrete transition as a jump with a 
non-shared event label while the other makes no transition. Implicit communication between the target and the controller 
is also possible via a shared real-valued variable. One changes the shared variable and the other observes it.
We focus primarily on timed automata, a restricted class of hybrid automata [27]. All real-valued variables, called clocks, 
increase with the same speed. Jumps can only reset real-valued variables to zero, as in c := 0 (also denoted as c′ = 0). Jump 
conditions are made of comparisons with a threshold of the form c ≥ τ . Timed automata are important because handling 
clocks for controlling timed behaviors of a target system is the most basic task of an embedded controller. In addition, 
timed automata are the simplest kind of hybrid automata and are a good starting point for dealing with hybrid systems.
Let us give a concrete example of a molecular controller modeled as a hybrid automaton, motivated by the work of 
Azuma et al., who modeled chemotaxis controllers of bacteria [28]. It is essentially a timed automaton except that it has a 
global variable that denotes the input from a sensor.
It is assumed that in the left mode of Fig. 3, the bacterium achieves forward motion, and in the right mode, it changes 
its direction randomly. The variable x is an input from the environment, which tracks the concentration of nutrient, and r
is a local variable holding the value of x. When x becomes smaller than r − α, the current mode is changed from forward 
motion to tumbling, and the clock c is reset to zero. The current mode then changes back to forward motion when c expires 
(i.e., it reaches its timer τ ).
5. Implementing molecular controllers
In this section, we examine each component needed to design a timed automaton describing a molecular controller. 
We also propose one or more implementation strategies for those components. In particular, we primarily present imple-
mentations that are fully based on reaction networks, but also explore alternative strategies based on liposomes or gellular 
automata. The use of liposomes is elaborated in Appendix A.
Chemical reactions in the environment and the controller deﬁne how real-valued inputs and local variables evolve con-
tinuously over time. In particular, chemical reactions in the controller may, for example, increase the value of a clock or copy 
8 M. Hagiya et al. / Theoretical Computer Science 632 (2016) 4–20Fig. 3. Working example of a molecular controller for chemotaxis. The controller consists of two discrete modes. In the left mode, the controller orders the 
actuator of the robot (typically a ﬂagellar motor) to continuously swim in the forward direction. In the right mode, the controller orders the actuator to 
tumble in random directions. The discrete transition from the left mode to the right is triggered when the current concentration x of nutrient is below its 
past value memorized in r where some constant margin α is taken into account (x + α ≤ r). The opposite transition is triggered by the clock c. Note that 
c˙ denotes the derivative of c while c′ denotes the value of c after the discrete transition. A and B names two discrete states, and will be referred to in 
Section 6.
an input to a local variable. In a hybrid system, ﬂow transitions are deﬁned for each mode of the system. Thus, chemical 
reactions in the controller should be constrained by the current mode of the controller.
In addition to concentrations of molecular species, it must be noted that physical parameters of macroscopic structures 
also evolve continuously. Such ﬂow transitions may also be constrained by the current mode of the controller.
Workﬂow Starting with a given hybrid automaton, molecular implementation of its various components is done in the 
following fashion:
• Identify the inputs from the environment. Since those are often ﬁxed, they may force speciﬁc implementation strategies 
for the other elements.
• Design the modes of the controller. As with inputs, the way states are implemented will impact the implementation of 
transitions.
• Design the transitions. This has three aspects. First, it requires the implementation of local variables, such as a clock. 
Next, a way to check the jump condition needs to be implemented. Finally, an update mechanism has to modify the 
mode of the controller when the condition is veriﬁed.
Various implementation strategies for each of those elements are presented in the subsequent paragraphs of this section.
Real-valued input from the environment The concentration of a molecular species shared by the environment and the molec-
ular robot is considered a real-valued input from the environment, and is observed by a sensor of the robot and referred 
to by its controller. For example, a membrane channel of a liposome selectively passes the molecular species, or a gel wall 
allows it to diffuse freely. Compared with the molecular robot, the environment can be regarded as a reservoir of that 
molecular species, the concentration of which can be changed in the environment but is practically clamped at a ﬁxed level 
for some duration of time.
Note that this molecular species might not be usable in its initial form. We assume, however, that the molecular robot 
contains a transducer, such as an aptamer-based sensor, that can convert it to a usable signal. The full description of this 
mechanism is beyond the scope of the present article.
Boolean (discrete) local variable representing a mode of the controller Some local variables are Boolean in the sense that they 
have only two values: a non-zero value and zero, or high and low values. Such a variable typically corresponds to each 
mode. If the controller is in a mode, its corresponding variable is non-zero and variables corresponding to other modes are 
zero. Those variables are also naturally represented by a concentration of a molecular species in the controller.
Such Boolean variables have been realized in bistable or multi-stable circuits implemented with the PEN toolbox [29]. 
This framework uses a polymerase to generate the output species (B in Fig. 4 (a)) from a template that hybridizes with the 
input species (A in Fig. 4 (a)). The output is then released into the system due to the combined action of a nicking enzyme 
and the strand displacement activity of the polymerase. This mechanism has been shown to perform isothermal ampliﬁca-
tion [30] and can even be networked by using outputs as triggers for other templates [25]. The ampliﬁcation can be inhibited 
by a molecular species (IB in Fig. 4 (a)) that hybridizes with the middle of the template but does not allow polymerization 
due to a mismatch at its 3′-end. (The ampliﬁcation and inhibition are schematically depicted as in Fig. 4 (b).) Thus, it is pos-
sible to construct a bistable circuit as in Fig. 4 (c). With the PEN toolbox, all molecular species except those for templates are 
degraded by an exonuclease so that concentrations of those species that are not ampliﬁed eventually converge to zero. Thus, 
in Fig. 4 (c) the concentrations of A and B can be regarded as Boolean variables, each representing a state of the circuit.
The existence or non-existence of a macroscopic structure can also be used as a Boolean variable. Examples are the 
open/closed state of a liposome and the existence/non-existence of (a pore in) a gel wall. When a liposome explodes, the 
controller usually enters a new mode.
M. Hagiya et al. / Theoretical Computer Science 632 (2016) 4–20 9Fig. 4. Ampliﬁcation and inhibition in the PEN toolbox and a bistable circuit. The upper complex in panel (a) shows production of B from A. A is extended 
according to the template and cut by a nicking enzyme to produce B . The lower complex shows inhibition by IB, whose 3′-end does not match with the 
template. The production of B from A and its inhibition by IB are shown as the diagram in panel (b). Panel (c) shows a bistable system implemented by 
two pairs of production and inhibition. Panel (d) shows a summary of the reactions and intermediary structures involved in the production and inhibition 
processes of a template. Input and output species of the template have been highlighted.
The conformation of a single molecule can also be considered as a Boolean or discrete variable. In a whiplash machine, 
for example, a single-stranded DNA molecule can take one of several hairpin forms. Each form is considered as a discrete 
state of the molecule and can emit different DNA molecules by combination of a polymerase and a nicking enzyme.
Real-valued variable local to the controller In addition to the molecular species shared by the environment, the molecular 
controller can have its own molecular species, the concentrations of which evolve continuously according to chemical re-
actions that are local to the controller. Thus, the concentration of such a molecular species is considered as a real-valued 
local variable of the controller. The total concentration (or combination) of different species can also be used. Such a local 
variable is typically used as a clock or as a record (memory) of a past input from the environment to the robot.
For example, let X be a molecular species shared with the environment and R a molecular species local to the controller. 
The following reaction can be used to copy the concentration of X to that of R under the existence of the molecular 
species M .
X + M + AR R + M + AX
This reaction can actually be realized using a seesaw gate [14], as in Fig. 5 (a). We assume that AR and AX are abundant and 
have the same concentration (if not we can multiply the input by a factor f = [AX]/[AR]). Before copying, the concentration 
of the molecular species M is non-zero. As explained in the next subsection, this means that the current mode is changed 
to m. At the time of copying, the concentration of M is reset to zero (i.e., the mode m is left). The value of the input is kept 
as the concentration of R . In the following, we depict this reaction between R and X catalyzed by M as in Fig. 5 (b).
Another type of local variable evolution can be realized by using a PEN-toolbox activation module and exonuclease to 
increase and decrease continuously the concentration of a chemical species, respectively. Additionally, a circuit called delay 
gate can be used speciﬁcally to implement clocks [31].
Finally, a physical parameter of a macroscopic structure in the robot is also considered a real-valued local variable. 
Examples are the stability of a lipid membrane, which is usually determined by the concentration of a certain molecule on 
the membrane, and the width of a gel wall.
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If the concentration of AR and AX are identical and much larger than those of M , R and X , these reactions force the concentration of R to be identical to 
that of X as depicted in the diagram in panel (b). For this purpose, AR and AX are initially present and X is given later. Then M triggers the reaction.
Jump condition Referring to inputs and local variables, the controller makes decisions for triggering jump transitions and 
changing its current mode. There are various kinds of conditions for the controller to make decisions. Typical examples are 
comparisons on inputs such as comparisons between an input and a threshold, between two inputs, and between an input 
and a local variable. Other examples are comparisons of local variables, such as comparisons between a local variable and 
a threshold. More concretely, the controller should be able to check when a clock reaches its timer. All such comparisons 
may be constrained by the current mode of the controller. Generally, more complex conditions combining comparisons with 
arithmetic and Boolean operators may be necessary. They require analog computation [26].
Jump by an external signal In a parallel composition of hybrid automata, a shared transition label allows a synchronous jump 
transition in the component automata. In the case of molecular systems, such transitions can be made by external signals. 
For example, photo-irradiation may change the conformation of a speciﬁc molecular group, such as azobenzene, instanta-
neously. If the molecular group is shared by the environment and the robot, photo-irradiation can cause a synchronous 
jump transition.
Addition of a solution, such as NaOH, to the entire system is another external signal. It may instantaneously change the 
concentration of a molecular species and result in a discrete change of a certain solution condition (such as pH).
Some external signals can also be given in terms of construction or destruction of a macroscopic structure. For example, 
if a pore is made in a gel wall, some molecules may ﬂow into the robot.
Jump by the controller The controller should also be able to trigger jump transitions autonomously. First, it should be able 
to change values of its local variables. Examples of such jump transitions are resetting a local variable (e.g., a clock) to zero, 
setting a local variable to a constant value (e.g., to change the current mode), and copying an input to a local variable (e.g., 
to record the current value of the input). The controller should also be able to start new ﬂows (e.g., start a clock) by a jump 
transition. Finally, the controller should be able to perform actions and, as discussed in a previous section, some actions 
can or should be performed by jump transitions. Examples are emitting molecules outside, importing molecules from the 
environment, changing a macroscopic shape (e.g., opening or closing a valve, and turning on a switch), and supplying energy 
and reactants to refresh or reboot the controller.
Realization of a jump by the controller How to trigger a jump transition according to a jump condition seems to be one of 
the most diﬃcult challenges in making a molecular controller. The following three methods can be considered.
One is to make use of ultrafast chemical reactions in the controller, which lead to a steady state quickly. Sharp transitions 
can be achieved by modifying the PEN toolbox through reactions with a high Hill coeﬃcient. While this functionality 
is not part of the regular PEN toolbox, we can add it by using modular primers [32]. Modular primers are very short 
successive DNA strands that form, through base-stacking, a structure stable enough to trigger polymerization (Fig. 6). Kotler 
et al. showed that this method worked well with the Bst polymerase, the enzyme used by Padirac et al. to implement 
their bistable circuit [29]. By extension, this is an encouraging sign with respect to the feasibility of high-Hill-coeﬃcient 
inhibition. Although this implementation is only an approximation of a timed automaton because the transitions are never 
instantaneous, we can consider them to be fast enough, compared with the other time constants of the system, for the 
transition to have little impact on the overall behavior. Fig. 6, right, shows that for a Hill coeﬃcient of 3 or 4, there 
is negligible input for low concentration of trigger and almost maximum activity for medium concentration of trigger. 
M. Hagiya et al. / Theoretical Computer Science 632 (2016) 4–20 11Fig. 6. Top: Modular inputs. The apparent Hill coeﬃcient is equal to the number of inputs required to trigger the polymerase. Bottom: Normalized derivative 
of the output of the template in function of the concentration of input for different Hill coeﬃcients. The concentration of trigger (x axis) is normalized by 
the apparent Michaelis–Menten parameter of the template.
Combined with some threshold mechanism, this approach allows us an almost “all or nothing” transition based on trigger 
concentration.
The second method is in terms of a macroscopic structural change. For example, a liposome explodes and enclosed 
molecules are emitted. This is considered a jump transition because emission and diffusion of molecules are effectively 
instantaneous, compared with other reactions. Consequently, concentrations of some molecular species are increased instan-
taneously. Another approach is to dissolve a gel wall when a jump condition is satisﬁed. In this case, the jump condition 
x = 0 is realized if x is interpreted as the width of a gel wall. One can then deﬁne x as the difference between a clock and 
its timer.
The third is to use a single-molecule conformational change. This is a stochastic, but discrete, event. An example is a 
conformational change in a hairpin DNA molecule, which then takes another hairpin form.
6. Example: chemotaxis controller
In this section, we present a theoretical implementation of the hybrid controller from Section 4, based strictly on DNA 
and enzyme reaction networks.
Both the PEN toolbox [25] and the seesaw gate [15] can be used to design more complex systems. They have different 
advantages and drawbacks, based on their respective implementation (enzymes, isothermal ampliﬁcation and degradation 
vs. toehold-mediated strand-displacement). Thus, it makes sense to use those two paradigms together, getting the most out 
of each [33].
This approach, of course, requires the two paradigms to be compatible. In fact, compatibility is readily achieved, so long 
as the following points are kept in mind during sequence design. DNA strands used in the seesaw gate should be protected 
against the action of enzymes.
• Strands should have a phosphorothioate modiﬁcation on the three bases at their 5′-end or a hairpin to prevent digestion 
by the exonuclease. The hairpin solution, if applicable, is preferable, because it does not form a complex with the 
enzyme, so its activity is not decreased artiﬁcially.
• DNA sequences should not contain the nickase recognition site.
• DNA strands should be prevented from acting as a trigger for the polymerase. This can achieved by adding a phosphor 
modiﬁcation at the 3′-end.
12 M. Hagiya et al. / Theoretical Computer Science 632 (2016) 4–20• Conversely, PEN-toolbox strands should be designed carefully so as not to interfere with the working of the seesaw gate. 
Speciﬁcally, strands should not contain the toehold sequence used by the seesaw gate. Unwanted invasion would create 
additional delay in the seesaw gate, which should be avoided.
Input signal The input signal is considered to be generated from the sensor part of the molecular robot. As such, we assume 
that it is a DNA species with a sequence that we can choose freely. The actual implementation of the sensor is beyond the 
scope of this paper.
Implementing the states of the controller Following the discussion of the previous section, the two states of the controller are 
implemented by a PEN-toolbox bistable circuit [29]. Species A represents the forward state (which is also called A state in 
the rest of this section) while species B represents the tumbling state (also called B state). Based on Padirac et al.’s analysis 
of the switch, we have a short incoherent time when both species are present while the switch transitions from one state 
to another. However, this incoherent time is short compared to the other time scales of the system, and can be considered a 
sort of leak. Moreover, even if the state was implemented by the conformation of a single molecule (which would allow for 
the immediate transition from one state to another), there would still be a similar lag in the concentration of downstream 
molecules. As such, we can consider that this bistable circuit is a valid implementation of the two states.
Implementing clock transitions The clock is implemented by a third species C . A continuously generates ICC , the inhibitor 
species of C ’s autocatalytic template. As a result, when the bistable circuit switches from A to B , the production of ICC
stops. Once it has been suﬃciently degraded by the exonuclease, the concentration of C increases brutally to its steady 
state. At the same time, C is set to generate I BB which forces the transition back to the A state. In this case, the value of 
the timer τ is encoded in the steady-state concentration of ICC , and can thus be chosen relatively freely (see Supplementary 
Information S3). Note that there is still a limitation based on the actual concentration required by large values of τ . A work 
around would be to add a short loop at the 5′-end of the inhibiting species, which would slow down degradation.
Alternatively, the clock resetting the system to the forward state (the left mode in Fig. 3) can be built into the circuit 
by making the B state weaker and thus unstable. This instability means that the circuit, if it switches to the B state, will 
eventually go back to the A state. This circuit is actually monostable and cannot be used to implement multiple clocks. 
Furthermore, the timer value is dependent on other variable elements from the system, such as the degradation rate of 
DNA signal, making the clock a logical clock, but not a wall clock. For the sake of generality, we therefore choose to use 
an explicit species, C , to implement the clock as above. Additionally, explicit ways to implement logical clocks exist in DNA 
computing by using, for example, a dedicated circuit to capture and degrade a clock species [31].
Implementing non-clock transitions The implementation of the seesawing between X and R , mediated by B , is fairly straight-
forward (Fig. 5). When the concentration of R is higher than that of X , the A state starts to become inhibited. When there 
is an excess of R high enough, the bistable circuit will switch. The 3′-end of R is used as input for an activation template, 
generating actR, a modular input that causes a sharp transition. Since the 3′-end of X is almost the same as that of R by 
deﬁnition, it will act naturally as a competitive inhibitor. X has a similar transduction step, generating actX, which has the 
same sequence as that of actR, but with a 2-nucleotide rotation, so that the last two nucleotides in actX are the ﬁrst two 
nucleotides in actR. Using this strategy, actX can hybridize in a modular way to the inhibition template, however its last 
two bases will be mismatched, preventing it from activating the template. Additionally, the shift prevents any cooperative 
binding between actR and actX. The threshold α for the transition is thus encoded in the respective stabilities of actR and 
actX on the inhibiting template, as well as in the template’s concentration. A derivation of α based on those parameters is 
described in Supplementary Information S2.
Domain-level implementation A domain-level implementation of our controller is shown in Fig. 8. The A state and the clock 
transition are implemented as pure PEN-toolbox elements. The seesaw gate is also similar to Qian and Winfree [14], with 
the distinction that R has no extra domain, and X only has a two-nucleotide mismatch, preventing its extension on the 
RinhAA template.
Finally, B is a hybrid species between the seesaw gate and the PEN toolbox. Its 3′-domain hybridizes with a PEN-toolbox 
template, and has the same length as that of a usual PEN-toolbox species. Its 5′-end is, however, used for the seesawing 
operation of the seesaw gate. Since both sides are limited to have no interactions, it is expected that they will not impact 
each other’s eﬃciency. The major issue is on inhibiting the template producing B (here, the BB autocatalytic template). 
Due to the length and stability of B , the output domain is expected to be double-stranded, B being only freed by the 
strand-displacement activity of the polymerase. In this case, a traditional PEN-toolbox inhibitor will be unable to eﬃciently 
invade the template, leaving it mostly unaffected. We solve this problem by adding an inhibitor toehold at the 3′-end of the 
template (green domain in Fig. 8), giving the inhibitor the same stability as in the design of Padirac et al. [29].
The way the species interact together is summarized in Figs. 9 and 10.
Model In our approach to check the feasibility of the system, we focus on very coarse-grained models of its different 
components. While ﬁner-grained models exist [34,35], they nevertheless simplify mechanisms that are deemed irrelevant. 
However, those omissions may not be compatible across models, making the task of composing those models fairly complex 
M. Hagiya et al. / Theoretical Computer Science 632 (2016) 4–20 13Fig. 7. A hybrid molecular controller for chemotaxis. Panel (a) shows the different components of the controller: input, local variables (memory and clock) 
and two types of transition. The implementation strategies used for those components are also shown. In Panel (b), some species extracted from Figs. 9
and 10 are shown beside their related arcs and nodes. Beside an arc in the PEN toolbox, the complex of strands for production or inhibition is shown. 
Beside a node or an arc in the seesaw gate, the complex of the corresponding strand and the gate strand is shown.
without any guarantee of predictability. Here we choose to compose simple models instead, making it easier to explore 
(an approximation of) the behavior space of the system. Modeling of the PEN-toolbox part of the system is based on the 
ﬁrst-order model introduced by Padirac et al. [29]. DNA interactions are considered at a very coarse level, where strands 
interact only if they have complementary domains [29]. Moreover, hybridization and denaturation mechanisms are supposed 
to reach equilibrium much faster than the other reactions in the system. This approximation yields a Michaelis–Menten-like 
formula for the creation of new strands through the joint action of the polymerase and nickase:
d[out]
dt
= a · [temp][in]
b + [in] + c · [inhib]in,out
with [.] the chemical concentration, in, out, inhib respectively the input, output and inhibitor of the template temp, a
the optimal activity of the polymerase and nickase combined, b the Michaelis-like term of this enzymatic couple, and 
c the competitive inhibition of the template due to the inhibitor. It is known that this model has faster dynamics than 
experiments would suggest [29], so we introduce a slowdown factor fslowdown to compensate this tendency. It is important 
14 M. Hagiya et al. / Theoretical Computer Science 632 (2016) 4–20Fig. 8. Domains of the different species in the system, separated by function. The inhibition strategy of the BB autocatalytic template is also shown 
(bottom). Numbers represent the length of the various domains. Signal strands are shown in the 5′ to 3′ direction, while templates and gates are shown 
with the reverse orientation. The same color is used for a domain and its complementary. Partial domains are also given the same color as the full domain. 
Additionally, the output of templates is always shown as a single domain. The only exception to this rule is domain ActX, which is a 2 nucleotide rotation 
of ActR, but is represented with a different color. The rotation allows ActX to attach similarly to ActR to the ActRinhAA template, with a ﬁnal two bases 
mismatch. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
to have realistic reaction rates to combine this model with the seesaw gate (see below). The alternative would be to use a 
much more detailed model of the PEN toolbox, at the cost of having 60 different reactions describing the bistable system 
alone [31].
All non-protected DNA species (A, B , and the various inhibitors in Fig. 7) are degraded over time by the exonuclease, to 
a ﬁrst-order approximation, expressed as −exo · [strand].
The modeling of the seesaw gate is taken from Qian and Winfree [14]: only one species is considered to be attached to 
the gate at given time (single step transition). Invasion speeds are based on the length of the available toehold. This gives 





= aAA · [tempAA][A]





= aBB · [tempBB ][B]





= aCC · [tempCC ][C]





= aRI AA · [tempActRIAA][ActR]
n
bActRIAA + [ActR]n + cActRIAA[ActX]n +
aBI AA · [tempBI AA][B]





= aAIBB · [tempAIBB ][A]
bAIBB + [A] +
aC IBB · [tempC IBB ][C]





= aAICC · [tempAICC ][A]
bAICC + [A] − exoICC · [inhibCC ]
1 · d[ActR] = aRActR · [tempRActR][R] − exoActR · [ActR]fslowdown dt bRActR + [R] + cRActR · [X]
M. Hagiya et al. / Theoretical Computer Science 632 (2016) 4–20 15Fig. 9. Modiﬁed activation and inhibition strategy for the B species. Since B requires a long tail to work with the seesaw gate, the standard inhibition 
strategy of the PEN toolbox is ineﬃcient. Instead, the inhibitor comes in front. At the same time, activation is designed to leave the tail of B free, allowing 
it to interact with the seesaw gate at the same time. Different arrowheads are used to distinguish between the two directions of reversible reactions. 





= aXActX · [tempXActX][X]
bXActX + [X] + cXActX · [R] − exoActX · [ActX]
d[R]
dt
= −seesawR · [R] · [gateB ] + seesawB · ([B] − [gateB ]) · [gateR ]
d[Xfree]
dt
= −seesawX · [X] · [gateB ] + seesawB · ([B] − [gateB ]) · [gateX ] + φext
d[gateR ]
dt
= seesawR · [R] · [gateB ] − seesawB · ([B] − [gateB ]) · [gateR ]
d[gateX ]
dt
= seesawX · [X] · [gateB ] − seesawB · ([B] − [gateB ]) · [gateX ]
d[gateB ]
dt
= (seesawR · [R] + seesawX · [X]) · [gateB ] − ([gateR ] + [gateX ]) · seesawB · ([B] − [gateB ])
X is subject to the external conditions φext , which are set as a mathematical function, be it a sinusoidal, a linear function, 
or a combination of both. Due to the working of the seesaw gate, X (respectively R) is by design a competitive inhibitor of 
RActR (respectively XActX).
Simulation The set of ODEs given in the previous section was implemented and integrated over time using Scilab, a stan-
dard numerical computation program. Initial conditions for the various elements of the system, as well as parameters, are 
described in Table 1. Values were adapted from Padirac et al. [29] (see Supplementary Information S1), except for those 
relevant to the modular input. Since there is no fundamental difference between the input and the inhibitor, cR I AA was 
set to 1. Template concentrations are considered constant over time and, as such, are combined with the main production 
parameter a, which gave us room to roughly optimize the behavior of the system. Similarly parameters b and c are based 
on sequence stability and enzyme activity.
Results for the case when the input X is given by the sum of a sinusoidal and aﬃne function, are shown in Fig. 11. This 
corresponds to a virtual decrease of nutrient in the environment over time. Such function is a toy model of the sensing 
measured when tumbling and consuming nutrient. A more accurate function would require a complete modeling of the 
molecular robot, which is beyond the scope of this article.
As mentioned before, the robot has two states: A and B . We start here in the B state, which allows the system to set R












nd inhibition in the system, necessary for sharp transitions. 
 toolbox, and summarized in Fig. 4, (d).Fig. 10. Interaction between seesaw gate species and the PEN toolbox species. In particular, this ﬁgure shows how to get a high-Hill-coeﬃcient activation a
Different arrowheads are used to distinguish between the two directions of reversible reactions. Creation steps (dashed arrows) are standard for the PEN
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Parameters for the simulation, obtained from recovering the dimension of the a parameters in 
Padirac et al.’s adimensional model [29] (see Supplementary Information S1) with a slowdown 
factor to be consistent with the seesawing kinetics. The ﬁrst value of aCC corresponds to the 
left case in Fig. 11, the second value to the right case.
Parameter Value
fslowdown 0.1
aAA · [tempAA ] = aBB · [tempBB ] 0.15 nM.s−1
aCC · [tempCC ] 0.04/0.08 nM.s−1
aBI AA · [tempBI AA ] = aAIBB · [tempAIBB ] = aC I BB · [tempC IBB ] 0.1 nM.s−1
aAICC · [tempAICC ] 0.2 nM.s−1
aRActR · [tempRActR] = aXActX · [tempXActX ] 0.1 nM.s−1
aActRIAA · [tempActRIAA] 0.15 nM.s−1
bAA = bBB = bCC = bBI AA = bAIBB = bAICC 0.1 nM
bRActR = bXActX = bActRIAA 0.1 nM
cAA = cBB = cCC 4
cRActR = cXActX = cActRIAA 0.8
exoA = exoB = exoC = exoactR = exoactX 0.1 s−1
exoIBB = exoI AA = exoICC 0.2 s−1
seesawR = seesawX 0.003 nM−1.s−1
seesawB 0.0005 nM−1.s−1
N 3
Fig. 11. Simulation results showing the evolution of the concentration of the different species over time. Concentrations are expressed in nM and time in 
minutes. [Xtotal], the total concentration of the species being tracked decreases slowly over time. Note that for low concentration of X , B gets a large impact 
on R , freeing it partially. This phenomenon can be mitigated by reducing B ’s toehold, at the cost of reactivity. The two simulations reﬂect the impact of 
the clock template CC on the timer: a low concentration gives a long timer (left), and, correspondingly, a high concentration gives a short timer (right).
Once X gets lower than R −α, we transition back to the B state. As expected, the transition speed is slightly dependent 
on the actual difference between the concentrations of R and X , as this will change the inhibition impact of R . For instance, 
we can see that the transition around 2500 s is slower than that around 4000 s.
Eventually, the concentration of X reaches 0 since concentrations cannot be negative. After this point, no transition can 
happen anymore, since R is below the transition threshold. We can thus see that the controller is behaving as expected.
7. Concluding remarks
In this perspective paper, after deﬁning molecular robots as autonomous systems consisting of molecular devices and 
introducing the molecular robots being developed in the research project “Molecular Robotics” we examined how controllers 
for molecular robots can be modeled and implemented as molecular computers. We ﬁrst summarized the requirements 
for molecular computers for those molecular robots by pointing out that molecular computers are hybrid controllers, and 
examined existing frameworks of DNA computing from the point of implementing hybrid controllers. Notice that hybrid or 
timed automata have been studied in computer science for a long time and have nice properties that make their analysis 
and veriﬁcation eﬃcient.
We then described how to implement a molecular controller by combining existing frameworks of DNA computing. 
We ﬁrst proposed a general workﬂow for implementing various components of a given hybrid automaton that deﬁnes 
behaviors of a target system and combining them. We then demonstrated the workﬂow by implementing the chemotaxis 
controller introduced by Azuma et al. [28]. A next step would be to combine such a controller with an accurate model of the 
actuators (i.e., the robot). Through this modeling, we could check that the circuit design functions correctly under the given 
assumptions. More detailed models, including leaks, could be generated automatically, following an appropriate approach 
[36].
18 M. Hagiya et al. / Theoretical Computer Science 632 (2016) 4–20Implementation of the chemotaxis controller revealed some problems of existing frameworks of DNA computing. For ex-
ample, state transitions are not so sharp as expected for hybrid automata, and jump conditions require high Hill coeﬃcients. 
In Appendix A we propose the use of internal liposomes that can explode to solve these problems, and also discuss how 
to implement timed automata. We recognize that even with internal liposomes, formulating how to build a general-case 
hybrid controller is still beyond the scope of this paper.
Let us ﬁnally emphasize that, as with other kinds of machines, the framework of hybrid systems is appropriate for design-
ing and verifying molecular robots and their controllers. It is therefore important to develop general (hopefully, universal) 
methods for implementing hybrid systems in terms of chemical reactions and physical phenomena that can be implemented 
in molecular robots. To achieve this goal, it may be beneﬁcial to combine multiple approaches to develop molecular robots, 
such as those of whiplash machines, dynamic systems, and strand displacement reactions [18,25,22].
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Appendix A. Using liposomes for jump transitions
In Section 5, we described a possible implementation of a molecular controller by combining existing frameworks of 
DNA computing, and a number of problems have become clear. One is the time required for a jump transition. In a bistable 
circuit with the PEN toolbox, jump transitions take time because the molecular species corresponding to a previous mode 
should be degraded by an exonuclease. Another problem is how to implement a jump condition. In Section 5, we assumed 
a Hill-type reaction to force a sharp transition.
In this section, we examine the possibility of using internal liposomes that can explode. Hamada showed that using 
chemically synthesized photo-responsive lipid, it was possible to deform and even explode a liposome whose membrane 
contains the photo-responsive lipid by irradiation of UV light [11]. In this section, we assume a future technology which 
allows a liposome to explode when a certain molecular species inside the liposome has a concentration above a threshold. 
One possibility is to use a modiﬁed PNA molecule that can be located on the surface of liposome and hybridizes with a 
speciﬁc sequence of DNA, leading to explosion of the liposome.
Because the explosion of a liposome is a kind of phase transition, it is possible to implement a sharp jump transition 
by translating a jump condition to the condition for the phase transition. It is also possible to design fast reactions of the 
molecules emitted from the exploded liposome to shorten the time required for a jump transition.
Comparison on a real-valued input We ﬁrst examine comparisons that involve a real-valued input. Consider the following 
jump condition. If the concentration of a molecular species X is greater than the speciﬁed threshold, then explode an 
internal liposome.
It is assumed that the molecular species X is shared by the robot and the environment, and its concentration is deter-
mined and clamped by the environment, (i.e., it is a real-valued input from the environment). It is also assumed that the 
liposome explodes if the concentration of its destroyer D exceeds the threshold. We prepare the following reaction [15,26].
X + AD D + AX
Assume that AD and AX are abundant compared with X (i.e., their concentrations are much larger than that of X). We can 
then achieve the desired condition by adjusting their concentrations to make θ[AD] = η[AX] true, where the equilibrium 
constant of the reaction is assumed to be 1. In this implementation, time responsiveness is achieved (i.e., even if the input 
is changed by the environment, the jump is triggered as soon as the condition is satisﬁed).
Next, consider the following jump condition that is constrained by the current mode. If the concentration of a molecular 
species X is greater than the speciﬁed threshold θ in a mode m, then explode an internal liposome.
The mode m is assumed to be represented by a non-zero concentration of a molecular species M . We prepare the 
following reaction.
X + M + AD D + M + AX
Here, we can use a seesaw gate according to Qian et al. as in Fig. 5, where the species R is replaced with D . Simulation 
of a seesaw gate can be found in Section 6. The molecule M works as a catalyst and, if M is present, the reaction is active 
and leads to a steady state. We can adjust the concentrations of AD and AX , as above. When the mode m is left, the 
concentration of M is supposed to become zero, and it may be necessary to decompose D at this point.
One can also use the multiplier of Kobayashi et al., and make the concentration of D proportional to the product of 
the concentrations of X and M [26]. Although it is necessary to set the non-zero concentration of M to a ﬁxed level, the 
concentration of D automatically becomes zero when m is left and the concentration of M is reset to zero.
One may also want to compare an input with a local variable. For example, consider the following jump condition, which 
appeared in a previous section. If the concentration of a molecular species X in the environment is greater than r+α, where 
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to transform X to Y .
X + AY  Y + AX
We assume that f r is recorded as the initial concentration of the molecular species R , where f is an adjustable factor, and 
prepare the following reaction, the equilibrium constant of which is K .
R D + Y
When the concentration of D becomes η, K · ( f r − η) = η · [Y ] = η · ([AY ]/ [AX]) · [X] holds. Thus, we can achieve the 
condition by adjusting [AX], [AY ] and f .
Checking a clock Here, we examine comparisons between a clock and its timer. Consider the following jump condition. 
When a clock reaches the speciﬁed timer τ in a mode m, explode an internal liposome. We assume that the molecular 
species C is generated at a constant speed, i.e., we prepare the following reaction in which C is generated constantly at 
some rate k.
∅ → C
For example, we can use combination of a polymerase and a nicking enzyme as in the PEN toolbox. We also prepare the 
following reaction.
C + M + AD D + M + AC
The molecular species M represents the mode m and D is the destroyer of the liposome. If C is generated at and the 
threshold of D is, we can achieve the desired condition by adjusting the concentrations of [AC] and [AD] to make (kτ −
η)[AD] = η[AC] true.
Manipulation of a local variable Upon a jump transition, one may want to change values of local variables. For example, 
when the current mode is left, the variable representing the mode should be reset. In a timed automaton, some clocks 
should also be reset to zero.
When an internal liposome explodes, molecules are emitted from inside the liposome to the solution of the controller. 
They can change values of local variables. For example, assuming that a local variable is represented by the concentration 
of the molecular species Z , we can reset to zero by emitting a molecular species Z∗ that decomposes Z . We should further 
assume that Z∗ is also eventually decomposed, as in the following reactions.
Z + Z∗ → Z∗
Z∗ → ∅
Can a timed automaton be implemented? Given the examples above, we can raise the question: Can a timed automaton be 
implemented? In a timed automaton, jumps are restricted to the following form, which is still more restricted than usual.
If z ≥ τ then change the mode from m to n and reset y := 0. The modes m and n are assumed to be represented by 
the concentrations of molecular species M and N . We can prepare an internal liposome so that molecules emitted from 
the liposome reset the concentration of M to zero. On the other hand, molecules of the species N are also emitted and its 
concentration becomes non-zero.
If we assume that successive jumps are made instantaneously, it is possible to implement any timed automata by com-
bining jumps of the above form and introducing auxiliary modes.
The most challenging problem is how to repeat jump transitions because each internal liposome can only explode once. 
A possible solution is to prepare many liposomes of the same content but with slightly different sizes. They are expected 
to explode one by one. However, the number of such liposomes is still ﬁnite, so it may be necessary to supply internal 
liposomes to the robot by some means.
Appendix B. Supplementary material
Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tcs.2015.11.002.
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